Box 11. Ruddick, Rev. James J. Ruddick, S.J. papers  
Collected articles and periodicals (6 folders)

Scope note: These are the collected periodicals found in Father Ruddick’s office after his death. These include the actual journals as well as individual articles. The large majority of these articles relate directly to the subjects of earthquakes, and Seismology.

Folder 11/1 - Journals

Folder 11/2 - Journals

Folder 11/3 - Journals

Folder 11/4 - Journals
Periodical. Main Street. Volume 1, Number 1, May 1, 1945.


Folder 11/5 - Articles


Article. Kenn, Margaret. *REALLY Bad Weather Days...and other environmental liabilities*. [n.d.]


Article. *Earthquake- yes or no? Once again, Canisius provides the answer for WNY*. [n.d.]

Article. Latona, Valerie. *Canisius Seismograph Records 6.2 Quake on Richter Scale.*


Article. Coyne, George V. *The Fertile Universe*. [n.d.]

Folder 11/6- Articles

Article. Shaking Up the Internet. [n.d.]
Article. Sulkowski, Eugene L. The University of Pittsburgh Pen-And- Ink Recording Seismograph.
Article. Seismograph proves was quake. June 1995.
Articles (4). An edited account of a booklet by Rev. Paul-Emile Tremblay S.J., all in various stages of editing, and a pages from where the graphic were gathered from.
Article. Gniewek, Mark T. A Closer Look at the Advanced CODAS Peak Capture Algorithm.
Article. 6.2 Effects of Earthquakes. [n.d]
Article. Earthquake Size [.n.d]